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 "com.esoft.flutter_otter_player_1.1.1-0-11ce7c7" installed in system i try to uninstall it, but nothing happened. when i run
"esoftplugin" tool in Flutter, it can't start the plugin. i already try "adb uninstall flutter" and "adb uninstall flutter_otter_player",

it doesn't work. also i try to delete the folder "/data/local/tmp/esoftplugin", it still can't work. A: The library you have
downloaded is not compatible with version 22.0.0 of Flutter, the only compatible version is 23.0.0. If you're using Android
Studio 3.6 or newer, you can use the Flutter SDK Manager to update the compatible versions of Flutter, Android Studio and

other tools. The Flutter SDK manager is a new tool that is available from Android Studio 3.6, and it includes a built-in update of
Flutter compatible version. This tool is available in the Android Studio Preferences | Flutter | Android | SDK manager in the

settings tab. Alternatively, you can use the command line to update the compatible version of Flutter, Android Studio and other
tools. flutter upgrade flutter doctor In case the upgrade from the sdk manager or the command line doesn't work, you can try

another method, this method was used in version 22.0.0 of Flutter: Add the following code to your pubspec.yaml file: replace:
flutter_otter_player: ^1.1.1-0-11ce7c7 with: flutter_otter_player: ^1.1.2-0-9ba1c4 Run this command: flutter packages get

flutter_otter_player If you want to use the current stable version of the plugin that you have now, you can: pub get This
command will install the package for you. Rarity Podcast The Rarity Podcast is a podcast of the pony character, Rarity. The

show is created by Elissa, a co-host and the main writer for the show. The show has gained a large and loyal fanbase as well as
being added by My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic's YouTube channel. 82157476af
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